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Abstract- Social :>.ledia is now determined as an excellent communicative tool to connect directly \\ ith consumers. One of
.~~ most significant ways to connect with the consumers through these Social Networking Sites (S;-':S) is to create a
:2~ebook Ianpage II ith brand contents and to place different posts periodically on these ranpages. According to different
; ...,;;ts or contents placed on the fanpages. consumer responses in different II-a),5_Usually users become fans of particular
:::and fan pages or put like. comments or keep sharing on particular posts of fanpagcs. These types of consumer activ iues in
.anpages reflect brands post popularity. vlost importantly. in measuring social networking sites' effectiveness.
corporate
-,'uses are 110\\' analyzing metrics in terms of calculating engagement rate. number of comments/share and likings in
:j_'1pages .So now, it is wry important tor the marketers to knoll- the effectiveness of different contents or posts of Ianpages
:: order to increase the fan responsiveness and engagement rate in the fan pages, In the study the authors have analyzed total
:::'25 brand posts from 1--1 international brands of Electronics companies. Data of 9 months (From December 2014- August
2:'15) have been collected tor analyses, which are available online from Brand' fan pages. Study explored the impact of
.ontents (most frequently posted contents) on the user actions or PTA (People Talking About) metrics, Cross section Data
;_~fIession analysis was conducted by EVIE\\'S 9 software to analyze the non-parametric data ..
Index Terms- Social media. Social networking sites. social media content analysis. social media metric; analvsis. online
-::lrkcting. PTA metrics.

::-: order to implement a successful social media
-::Jrketing strategy. it is imperative to know and
.nderstand the user's behavior towards different posts
_1 brand pages. It is important for the marketers to
.nderstand II hat types of contents motivate users to
=e engaged in a particular page, It is noticeable that
.sers of the face book ian pages tend to exhibit
:'_:Iorable brand related engagement
and also
.ontribute different brand promoting actions.
?lcebook brand pages is a current marketing tool and
rresently it is being unified as one of the chief
• omponents in the brand's marketing campaign to
-<'Jch out to customers and fans. To keep the brand
-:-Jges acti\e and to promote the corporate fan pages it
5 ,ital to understand the behavior of the consumers
:1line and marketers should also identify the
-,)ti\-ational factors that encourage consumers to be
:':-,gaged in fanpages. It is notable that users or Jans of
::-_<'brand pages tend to exhibit variolls brand related
~gJgements and buying actions. The purpose of this
- _:earch is to examine the moti\ation that intluences
__stomer engagement on a Faeebook brand page. In
~"er to hGl'e a successful social media marketing
_~-npaign. it is important to understand the behU\ ior
:' customers on the brand pages and \I'hat motivates
::-~-n to engage on a Facebook Brand Page which
_' :,ntual II should lead to purchase of the brand's
:- .:Jucts ~r services, (BEJT AGIC-:dAKIC, 2013)[1].
:,1 each new tun. the company not only gains a
I'roc~ed,"gs

potential active user but can also reach the fans
private network due to Facebooks technical features.
In this study the authors explored the descriptive
statistics of 17 Electronic companies. that \\ ill help
the companies to get a clear idea about the types of
contents and their variations in generating different
consumer actions or PTA metrics (Like. comments or
shares)
new
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Fanpage and Its Requisite:
By creating a tan page II ithin Facebook, companies
can profit from a range of technical features (Bo~ d.
2007) [2].Prior research highlights
that these
technical features allow for a I iral distribution and an
interactil-e exchange of information (Gallaugher.
2010) [5] .First. a company can initiate the interaction
\\-ith users by publishing a company \\allpost. i.e..
I\Titing on a Jan page's message board (so-called
"\\all"). Thereby. companies can choose a range of
media types (e.g .. status. link. photo. or app lIallpost)
in order to spread information in the most adequate
\Ia)' (Yu. 2011 )[9) .Second. also the users of
Facebook can interact \\'ith a company. for example
by commenting on a company \\allpost. Thcse user
comments are listed directly belo\\' the corresponding
company \\'allpost in reverse chronological order.
Moreover. some companies C\'en allo\\' USCI' to create
o\\'n user \\allposts. In both cases. companies can
monitor and e\en mediate the dialog \\ith users. tor
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instance by reacting with company \\ alloos.s cc •
comments (Gallaugher. 20 I 0)[5].Furrhermore.
-,s.e::-s
can endorse company wall posts by likin; ::-.:C!":.
(Joinson. 2008)[7]and thereby pushing \h.::":: :.:: ~.;-~
time into the news feeds of their friends ,I.Y.~"::.-_
2009)[3J .Besides this. users can actively ..:~c \-j_;_,<,
spread company wallposts among their Ine:-:":~ ',:::
Facebcoks
implemented "share" button. I.·,e:-, c::.."1ike" a whole tan page (instead of liking ..: <: g..:company wallpost) and become explicitly
.:: :i:". :.:'
this company. This "opt-in mechanism" il'," ,~::-:~~:r:"
comm unication establishes' a close contac: ::' ::.;
company's fans (Harris. 2011)[6]. As e\er:- cc:.::-::::-:,
wallpost is automatically pushed into the re-.' 5 :-;0'::':
of all fans. they can be easily kept 'up-w-':':':~ .:::: ::
large audience can be reached. (Debatin, :'.K.":; :.::.
Taken together. the described technical ;~::: :.::;::;.::
1:1n pages \\ithin Facebook allo\\ e(lr':;->':::--.:;::;'
:.
distribute and exchange infl)rmatio;: \ ;:-~:- __
highly efticient \\ithin the social net\\,)rk;:.== ;::-".
Overview

of Fanpages

content

Anal~sis

::: -,':-';':ed this type of videos as feature
5,:::·....:.:::z:;:c:.~1~.there are some video that is
:-~.:::'..;:
s :.:
=-::-::~:users in a commercial \\ay with
:::: ;::-;:.;:::_:_:-- ~ :e..::·.;,e. These videos are neither
::.e-:-.:..--'--,f :-~ ::-,- :.2~"S· nut and shell nor the using
'-=,:,:,_;~:::' -7.: - ',:",' 5 dont show or describe Gn~thing
.:;e:n..r _.,
_5<: products.
These \ idees are
:,_.-:'-'_:.'T ::' ::-~:;;c, human entertaining
elements.
~_r.::.:'- T ::-,.; ;:-..::,~indicated this types of \ ideas as
==-..:;::--..:.:::: ~ .. ..:~}. Similarly. in the fanpages there
_:_-:-:::.::';-::--,: ::.:-~ of images. some posts are onl~
::::- ''::'~2;.C:2.'':-_'':--i= rroducr
design or picture. Or the
-:-:;_g':: -:,
:-t .:~5~ a profile picture or changing the
_";. ~~,. ,L-;' ,:- ::-,-,slingcompanies logos .The author
, _.: ~.:.;-:---~:.:ated such types of image as On I:
~-='-;-;;. -'-:s<: ::. :-cs 01 image don't contain product
:::--..:....0 :,.- ::.-: :::'\;5. Besides these, there are some
-~=:- ',-_: _::--.:.::r,details product links \..ilh a brief
_ _
- '. >sociated \\'ith these imoges III 3:
-';:2;;;-.::._-, -:::: _'--=:5 Icl anOlher social sites or com pan~
,:.::-., -;-. -::-.::~cs
indicate the details of product
~::..c.:...:;::;. -.::.::. _;l-: hrief texts. the authors
are
=~=; =;:-s.~ i:nages as Image with Details for the
':1...;:-:-0.:::-"':
- 2~-:-'::'__:
zlng.
-'-: :.._:.- ,-, :-:.:_\c in\ estigated 17 global electronic
_ _ :.:~ ~;C":' ;:nJ [he posts related to \ ideo ,md
-.:.;::
.~:; : ".':JL::Ied the number ohideo
and image
~"~:-; "':':'.:' 'in pages during the last 9 months.
_.:
;;:,: :he number or comments. like and
,- ;:o_;_.', ;,o5ting. Finally the authors explored
- ----: •...;:~- :'11pacts on consumers engagement
.:;:-.-;::;. :.:,,~, Comment. Share).
.:~..:::
Y.2. :';:;::;C'1. of Variables:
::- :~. ~ ;i;;: _~.
::-.': authors indicated PTA metrics as the
·.c". ':\.1I11mentsand shares of each brand

Many studies have been conducted (>n ::::..--:;,:::;:-:::
contents in terllls of generating like. cc'r.;:-;;;:-~s :~
shares. One study Results suggested lha! ,l-,~- ~--:--:-;5
of the content (inclusions of images ':_-.": - .:..: .;
raises the impact of the post in terms or' :i;;e5 .:,.. :_-::
other hand, using images and a proper i~: _2.:.,time arc signilicantly inl1uencing the ~'--.7--=comments. \\-hereas the use oflinf.:s 1113: ~;:'i..-~=2.;C '__ ~
mcu'ic (Ferran Sabate, 2014)[-+]
E~ :'-:-:..-;0
indicate that brand post \i\idness has .l ~;;:-::~_-:.:::
posi tin: effect on brand post shares. but ri'-': ·x ~~2:::":
po~t likes. Brand post interacti\it~ has;:: s:;:-..":_r:
ncgati\'e eftect on both brand post Iik;:'5 ::::-:-:--:::._~
post shares. Brand post nO\elt~ anci :-,::::-.-: :.>:
consistency ha\e a signiticant positi\ e <'f:"c..::' ,-,:; :-=,,brand post Iikes and brand post shares. F;~:::-.::-::...-:..
post content t~pe has a significant pl'siiI\;:' ~:"::-_: r
brand post likes, but not brand post shares T 2.,;';::;.,:..:_
2015) [81. Results suggest the Illorc ri(,~~;-:~5 . - -_ ~
content: the more likes and COI11!1lems _
\'Ioreo\er.
com paring
alllong
t0t.:~ :C':' ;::"'_s
components. a hedonic benefit is the mt's~ ;:'::::-~~'. t
t~pc 0 f cont~nt that affect \\ ord-ot~mou~h ;:: '"
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II. STUDY DESIGN

lh:~li.:th\r, i.......
ik

Different contents on fan page encourJge ::-;; _~~,act dim~rently, After exploring all the L\.'::e-:s .:'::,:
electronic companies' fan pages. authors .'::~.-.~::-':
im poratant issues. In this paper the :lLlth\.'~~-'::--.: :-::..
the cHect of "ideo and image con:c.:"
T :-,:
consumer
actions. Fanpage users
e:-,;~;::-:;!"':
involve in liking. sharing and comment;-;
:- ::~
posts. After investigating. the authors disl', \ e-;O'~ -- "':
all the \'ideo posting arc not same. ,_ . ~ -'
electronic 1anpages. some \ ideas are ere:::;?.:: .exactly product leature. shO\\ ing knc1\\-~,,>... ,_ , -ucscrihi ng details on hO\\' to use rrL'.j:_C: , Proc~~dings
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content regularly on fanpages. Also Fanpages "as
selected according to the number of active users in
fan pages of Brands.

Data Collection procedure:
Sampling
Technique:
Non-probability
sampling
technique is used to select Brand pages. The authors
selected those brand pages which are active in posting
J: Collected

Table

Data from

Funpnges

from the month

of December

201~- August

2015
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III. DATA A:\AL YSIS
I. Only Image postings:

The authors explored total 17 lntemational fanpages
lor the duration of9 months to collects the number of
only image posting on their pages.
Table

1: On" Irn ase Po,t· st arist ics
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Interpretation:
Data were collected from those
fan pages which are active in posting contents.
Standard
deviation of users are high (SD=
120-16736.14255). Per day image postings varies
from 0-29 and average comments goes around 1703.
Mean of total likes "as 111286 and lotal shares 1726.
According to descripti\ e \alue.
image posting
generate more likes compared to commenlS and
sharing. Only image posting is Significant (P= .(3) is
generating comments and positi\'ely related to
cOl11ments (Beta \alue= .0015). 0111) image rosting is
also signiJicant to Likes (P<.05) nnJ "ith a higher

:lec.ere€.""': '••a- a~.ile ONLY _!MAGE

se-nc.e

Variable
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beta
value
(14934.69).
Only
image
posting
contributes significantly in producing Shares at a rate
of 216.2827(beta
value). So, in summarized. only
image posting is more efficient III producing likes
com pared to Iikes or shares.
-I: Im32e

Table

F3n~~;e

Cor.terr.s And Pta ~ktric5

2"Image

with details:

The authors hal e collected data on Images containing
details information about products from Fanpages .
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"'!'"'i'2rec to shares and comments. Details image
posting is nor significant in generating comments (
:=.:8, and sahres (p>.05). So Image with details is

Regression table:
:.,,:e1Je~: "<"ac,e TOTAL _COMME~T

cir""e\.·ti\c to generate Likes,

(I:l~:

3. Feature Video Posts:
F~,:., Fcnpages of 17 companies the authors collected
-::::2 c':-. .he I idees containing products'
details
C:~: ':,:::-:!c,ns and speci tications .
.:.~,; :

Table 5: Descr intivc statistics
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lnterpretati on: Image with Details Inforrn.nion IS
more active in generating engagement rate compared
to Only Image postings. Per day Derails I;n.l~"
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producing comments at an al erage rate \11 Jr"_;1,:!
5954. much higher than only image conrems. This
content is also more responsive to generate :i~e~
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Table

4. Entertaining
Video Posts:
In this part the authors collected video postings that
are not describing products features or user" s manual
descriptions in details.
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And Pta Metrics

Interpretation:
Feature Video contents are more
active in producing share compared
to image
contents. Posting of feature video varies from 0 to 39
per day and average per day posting is 12.23.
Because of its' interactivity. this contents is more
responsive
towards sharing factor. Per day this
content can produce maximum 655749 likes. which is
comparatively
higher than only image postings.
Feature video is significant is producing comments
(p<.05) and positively related with beta value 761.1t
is also significant in generating Likes and shares
(p<.05)
and more responsive
towards
sharing
variable.
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Regression

table:

Interpretation:
It is less expert in generating user
engagement compared to other three posts (mean of
likes. comments and shares are 1<'55 than other three
variables). Though Per day entertaining \ ideo posting
rate ranges from 0- 53. it can generate insufticient
like. comments and shares compared to other three
posts, But this post is signiticant in generating
comments.
likes and shares IP<.OS) and more
effective in producing likes compared to shares or
comments.
CONCLUSION

The four types of Posts (Onl~ Image post. Image \lith
Dc:tails. feature Video posts and EntC'rtaining Video)
ha\'c significant and dilTerent impact on producing
PTA result. Most electronics Ian pages arc: encouraged
to post Images \\'ith details compared to other po~ts.
Proceeding;
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Besides. Feature Video is the most significant content
to produce share. comments and likes. In the PTA
metrics Analysis. share carries the most weight in
terms of \\'0\[ (Word of Mouth) value and Feature:
Video is the vital content to generate Share
effectively.
This paper will help the managers of
Electronics companies to make an effective analysis
on postings responsiveness
according
to users
practical ground floor.
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